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Hair removal System
Multi-wavelengths



Diode Laser
Permanent 
hair removal

Hair removal
Skin rejuvenation

3-5
sessions

=
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Model #FG2000D



Theory
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How does the diode laser works  ?

DIFFERENT SKIN COLOR TYPE IS AVAILABLE

During the treatment, laser penetrating into the skin is absorbed by the mela-

nin in the hair follicle, leading the hair follicle temperature raising and stopping 

to generate of melanin, resulting in a permanent hair removal finally.

Three walengths can penetrate different depths of the skin, working on differ-

ent depth of hair follicle, making the treatment more effective.
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Tapered Tip makes easier operation on small area hair removal

Tapered Tip02

12*16mm Anti-Ice patent design: longer spanlife of the handle

0.5kg applicator: lighter
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Testimonials

DR.Cindy 

DR.Armando

DR.Maria

I have used many machines. This 
semiconductor machine from ADSS 
can achieve very good results in only 5 
times. I eliminated my previous hair 
removal device because it takes 10-12 
times for a patient to remove it, so I 
lost a lot of patients, ADSS helped me 
regain my reputation, Thanks!

I have used ADSS machines for many 
years. The first one is the diode laser, 
and now my clinic is full of ADSS ma-
chines. I believe ADSS. It has accom-
panied me all the way.

Really amazing to me, it’s great, the 
hair no longer grows after only 4 times. 
I like ADSS and look forward to more 
machines from ADSS.



Benefits

Treatment Items        Average Fee          Procedures            Revenue 
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$100

$80

$70

$50

$100

$80

$50

$80

Full Legs

Half Legs

Face

Half Face

Back

Arms

Mustache

Bikini

$500

$400

$350

$250

$500

$400

$250

$400

Return on Investment 
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Interface
Intelligent protection system 

ensures the safe operation

6-area icon records the shoot-

ing number
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Clinic Data

Laser Type

Output power

Energy

Spot Size

Machine weight  

SPECIFICATION
755nm+808nm+1064nm

2500W

2-120 j/cm2 adjustable

12*16mm

53.5kg

Male | Age 39
Before

After 
4 treatments 
2019.08.08-2020.01.01

Male | Age 26
Before

After 
5 treatments 
2019.08.10-2020.01.20



ADSS Group

Business Academy 

Founded in 2005, a leading manufacturer for multi types Aesthetic & 
Beauty Equipments.

Training Academy
Professional training of clinical oper-

ation and technical maintenance

Successful examples of profitable projects 

and business management models
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ADSS GROUP

adsschina

Beijing ADSS Development Co.,Ltd

Beijing     CHINA
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